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NARAM - 45 NARHAMS made a great showing in Evansville, Indiana for NARAM this year.  Seventeen
club members made the trip out to mingle and compete with rocketeers from around the
country.  These photos by Dr. Chris Kidwell and Kevin Johnson give you only a small taste
of what the week was like!  More photos are on the web at www.narhams.org.

The ZOG-43
The Newsletter of NARHAMS, NAR Section #139.
NARAM-43 National Champions, 2001
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining information.
ZOG -43 is published monthly and is
available to anyone on a subscription basis.
Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or
email or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for
12 issues a year, payable to NARHAMS
  Material in ZOG -43 is not copyrighted.
Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or
ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5,
Columbia, Md. 21044
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is
a seven-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, & 2003

Zog-43 staff typist is none other than
Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. Secretary to the
Stars !

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a Compaq Evo PC
with a Pentium 4 processor using Adobe
PageMaker.  Masters are printed on a Canon
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.

This Edition: 35 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WORLD WIDE
WEB

   http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS

Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT
( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

KING ZOGKING ZOGKING ZOGKING ZOGKING ZOG  (President)

Don Brown     410-781-7539

PRPRPRPRPRINCESS BINCESS BINCESS BINCESS BINCESS BUBBLESUBBLESUBBLESUBBLESUBBLES (Vice-
President) Jennifer Ash-Poole
410-674-6262

COLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTOR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROYOYOYOYOYAAAAALLLLL
TTTTTAXESAXESAXESAXESAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

     KEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLY WY WY WY WY WORDSORDSORDSORDSORDS
( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURCOURCOURCOURCOURT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTER  (Section
Advisor)

Khim Bittle      301-293-2399

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name to
NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
four time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the second
Saturday of every month at Middletown
Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They are
held on the first Friday of the month from
7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week,
with an initial 50 cents up front (good for 5
weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the
Operations Building, the annex building is
adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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September 2003 – President’s Message
  This is my last message as Club President for the 2002-2003 term. The past 2 years as President has been a
rewarding experience for me and has given me greater insight into the functions of NARHAMS. As a participating
club member, prior to being an officer, I was aware of a lot of the activities that NARHAMS supported. But when
you get to see the full scope of sport launches, competition effort, newsletter publishing, Team America support,
demonstration launches, building sessions, outreach presentations, public relations, World Space Modeling
Competition support, field search program, and general assistance to other clubs or the NAR that we do, it is
amazing.
   As I step down from office I would like to thank all of the members who have helped me so much in the past 2
years. Your consideration and patience with me as I tried to fill the President’s role is truly appreciated. Although
I did not realize all of the goals that I set for the club and myself during my tenure, I believe that we have achieved
many good things together.
   Something that members do not see unless you are in this position is the regular stream of emails and phone calls
that come to the President regarding the club. Many requests for rocketry advice and launch or building session
assistance are received. There are also a lot of emails expressing gratitude for assistance that NARHAMS has
provided to a particular group. And the most gratifying input, I believe, comes from other clubs who recognize
NARHAMS as a leader in the hobby that finds the time to assist others.
   Please support our incoming President in the same way that you have assisted me. Thank you.

Welcome to the September issue of
Zog-43, your LAC Award winning
newsletter!  It was with your help
that I was able to put together such a
great publication thoughout the last
year.  let’s keep it up with all those
great articles, hotos and plans!
I know a lot of you were waiting for
a NARAM wrap-up article, but I
didn’t ask for one and didn’t get one
written in time.  I know there were
several posts on the NARHAMS
email list regarding our final stand-
ings and how the week went.  Tom
Ha has provided 2 NARAM related
articles for this issue, and I pulled
together some photos for the cover
collage.  If you are wondering who
is in the photo the list is (L-R, T-B):
Jennifer Ash-Poole, Jim Filler, Bill
Harvey, Matt Filler, Ann, Tom Lyon;
Khim Bittle; Tom Lyon; Tom Ha;
Kendra Bittle; Jack Haggerty, Steve
Humphrey; Kate Bittle; Chris
Kidwell; Bill Harvey, Jim Filler;

Tom Lyon; and the whole
NARHAMS crew with their hard-
ware.  The rockets pictured are the
NARHAMS Section America Chal-
lenge entry, and Two Marks Against
Ya’s FDEL entry (dead last, but fin-
ished).
  Tom Bagg provides a report of the
modroc activity going on around
GSFC this summer.
  Don Brown let us know what was
going on in Middletown while some
of us were at NARAM.
  Ole Ed muses about the birth of the
NAR and monster movies.
  Plus we have our regular NASA
Space Place and Astrobulletin col-
umns.
  I’d like to have another go at stat-
ing a Zog-43 rocket design contest.
Let me know if you are interested;
tell me at a meeting, launch, or via
email at zog43editor@yahoo.com.

Kevin !

From the Editor
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NARAM45 -  The Ha Family Way
By Tom Ha, NAR 76754

I’ve taken it to the next level- I can
now make them deploy, but I can’t
make them rotate! On the other hand,
the Apogee HeliRoc that Chris flew
rotated beautifully on it’s first flight
- though I don’t recall what happened
on it’s second flight to earn it a
“UNS” (unsafe) label.

NARAM Notes
The NARAM field was on land
previously owned and worked by the
Almax Coal Company, and was left
with many areas of marsh land and
several ponds and lakes on all sides
of the competition range. While
many models never went past the
mowed area of the rangehead,
including a couple that landed near
tents and vehicles, there were those
(like B PD MR) that floated out
towards the horizon, even traveling
as far as the Interstate highway
approximately 3 miles away. One of
those models that floated so well was
Lila Schmakers’, the Contest
Director.
  The banquet was held at the
NARAM Hotel, the Ramada Inn.
The banquet featured good food and
lots of closeness, but some ambiance
was lost in the constant squeezing of
people between chairs as they went
to receive their awards. Many awards
were simply passed back from hand-
to-hand to make it easier on those
trapped at their tables in the center
of the room. Space was very limited
for seating, with a call for single seats
going out for the last arrivals.
  Many great door prizes were
donated by various vendors for the
banquet. While Maria and Tom’s
numbers were not called,
Christopher managed to grab an 8’
rail with railbuttons and Zachary got
a plastic model of a futuristic fighter

that he plans to convert into a PMC
entry. Dad is drooling over the rail,
which Chris promises to allow him
to use (without a per-use fee!).

AUCTION
The auction was held Wednesday
night. It seemed like a lighter turnout
for the auction, but it still managed
to raise over $2200 for the Robert L.
Cannon Education Fund of the NAR.
One amusing incident happened
when Ed Romani ended up bidding
against Gleda Estes for a set of NAR/
NARAM patches donated by
NARTS. Ed finally gave up when
bidding reached $50, but Vern then
spoke up to explain that he was really
the driving force behind the patch
bidding. It seems Vern was a bit too
quick to complete his patch collection
at his rocketry museum he is working
on, and took at least one (and
apparently several) patches that were
destined for a new jacket for Vern that
Gleda was sewing for him! Gleda was
trying to find the right replacement
patches for his jacket so it could be
completed. Chris Ha offered patches
from his set that he bought at last
year’s auction as well.
  The auction went very expensively
for Tom but left him with a great big
smile on his face. As noted, Vern
Estes was there with Gleda. Vern
spoke up to let us all know that he
had not been able to bring along the
classic Estes things that he normally
shows up with, instead only bringing
one poster and a magazine.
Something was said about 3a.m.
plane flights and his “rocket
museum”. Tom was the big winner
of the poster, with a high bid of
$37.00. The poster is a classic Estes
poster, and is the only item to be
signed by Vern Estes with
“NARAM45” on it.
  Tom also outbid the rest for an
“Over Due” rocket kit from Jim Flis

  The Ha family went to NARAM
again, looking for trophies for Chris
and better standings for Tom. We
found them both, with Chris
receiving two trophies, one for third
place in Open Spot Landing that
came to 10 meters from the flag,
using his variation of a Baby Bertha
that has three G10 fins that are cut
short at the lower end of the body
tube. The second trophy was his real
winner, managing to get third place
in E Streamer Duration. This was
accomplished without using a piston,
flying a scratch built minimum-
diameter model using an Aerospace
Speciality Products 8” by 80” tracing
paper streamer. His Dad (Tom) flew
the same type of model and streamer
but suffered a “SEP” (separation) on
both flights, Tom never saw the SEP
happen on the second flight, and had
even used about 10 feet of mylar tape
on the streamer to keep it from
separating. There was no way to
verify the damage or separation
point, as the rocket landed in ten-
foot-tall cat-tails and we were unable
to get a distinct line on it using a
borrowed GPS unit.
  Tom ended up with his best
showing in the 1/4A BG event,
managing to make it into 14th place
with much shouting of “Stay Up!
Stay Up!!” This event was flown
with a down-scaled Deltie clone that
caught no air to speak of, at least
keeping me from having to go very
far to retrieve it.
  The other event that bemused Tom
is A Helicopter, where there was a
three-way tie with Rob Edmonds and
Al Garcia at a whopping 53 total
seconds of air time over two flights.
My Chicago Chopper-style
helicopter made approx. six rotations
on each of its flights, confirming that
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of Fliskits. The rocket is the 17th

produced, with the previous 16 going
out only to those that ordered from
Jim and had to wait for their order to
be completed. The kit cannot be
ordered itself, but you can see it on
the Fliskits.com website. It has two
nested tubes for each of three fins and
looks very futuristic. Tom got bruised
from the elbowing going on from
both sides as Chris and Zach both
urged him on to bid on the kit.
  Finally, Tom went for the gusto and
won the auction for the huge bag of
balsa parts donated by Bill Saindon
of BMS. Bill told me prior to the
auction that he drops pieces into the
bag all year long as he is completing
orders and making more stock pieces.
We counted about 35 large (BT80)
nose cones, transitions and boattails,
plus we estimate about 200 other
nosecones, transitions, boattails,
adapters and oddities. Tom had
always tried for it at previous
auctions but had never kept in the
bidding war past the $100 point. Now
he has enough balsa to make an E
superroc out of BT80 for Steel City
Smoke Trails and couple the whole
length with balsa!

August Sport Launch Report
by Don Brown, NAR 70318
    The August sport launch was held
on August 9th at Middletown Park.
The first fliers showed up about
10:15 am and we set up the range.
Our first flight went off just after
10:30. It was hot and humid with
light, variable winds part of the day
and calm during other times. Yes,
that’s right, CALM at Middletown!
    There were 14 registered fliers
including Stephen Hrinko, Mike
Mangieri, Mike Plitt, Chris Greco,
Abi Carroll, Philip Broscious, David
Jarkey, Jim Berg, Matthew Berg,
Mike Kelley, Ian Peters, Rob
Freiman, Paul Miller and myself.
     Stephen Hrinko flew an
Executioner, Initiator, a Black Brant
on a G80 and a LOC Weasel. Mike
Mangieri put up a 2 stage CC-
Express, an Onyx on an F40 and a
Terrapin with a 3 C6 cluster. Mike
and Kevin Plitt had 9 flights
including a scratch build named
Kevin‘s Rocket, Fat Boy, Silver
Comet, Archer, Mercury Redstone,
and a Firebird. Chris Greco showed
us his X-30 space plane, staged
Harpoon and a Nike Smoke. Abi
Carroll had several flights with an
Estes Alpha. Philip Broscious
launched his Estes Phoenix on D12
power, Mach 12 and a LOC-4. David
Jarkey brought out his Amraam,
Mean Machine, Wizard, Yankee,
Snitch and an Arreaux. The Berg clan
flew their Skywriter, Mini Mars
Lander, Jynx, a helicopter model, a
Super Six, a Gemini DC and some

kind of Star Wars thingy/interceptor.
Mike Kelley had his Estes Type 80,
PAC-3, Strong Arm and an Arcas on
an F25. Ian Peters sent up his Estes
Stars and Stripes twice on B6 motors.
Rob and Angelica Freiman flew a
Hornet, Fat Boy, beautiful Silver
Comet, High Shoot, Mini Mars
Lander, Estes Army rocket and an
Estes Mosquito with a removable
nose cone and a parachute. Paul
Miller flew a Whistle Wocket, Cruise
Missile, Silver Streak, Night Wing
and a Solar Sailor.  And I launched
my Big Daddy, Baby Bertha, 2
saucers, upscale Quark and a Black
Brant II.
    Motors used included 11 A’s, 16
B’s, 19 C’s, 10 D’s, 2 E’s, 7 F’s and
3 G’s. It was a good day for flying
and we all had a great time.

Above: Don Brown gets all the help he
can handle from Matt Berg.  Below: A
look at the range.  Photos by Jim Berg.

!
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Godzilla vs. NASA
By Ole Ed
  One thing I have found about model
rocketeers is that they love roller
coasters, horror movies and science
fiction.  Why they love roller
coasters is something that will have
to wait for another time.  I’m here to
talk about movie monsters and
science fiction.
  Three particular good films came
out in 1954.  One of them I have
already named:  Them.   Some of the
human actors included James Arness
(Marshall Dillon), Fess Parker (Davy
Crocket) and Edmund Gwen (Kris
Kringle in Miracle on 34th

Street)…although the lead was
James Whitmore (of Miracle Grow
fame and 77 features including
Admiral Bull Halsey in Tora, Tora,
Tora).
  Speaking of Japanese themes, a
second was Tojo Studio’s Godzilla,
King of the Monsters.  If I recall
correctly, the American protagonist
in this black and white flick was
none other than Perry Mason or
Ironsides himself—Raymond Burr.
  Godzilla like the formic acid
critters in Them was a result of
nuclear mutations.  This was big
stuff back then in the midst of the
cold war and open air hydrogen
bomb testing.  Why weren’t giant
ants or lizards possible?
  Godzilla had a second movie in
1955, by the way, which wasn’t too
popular. He was featured with some
other kind of monster and was called
Giantias or something like that….
but it was Godzilla just the same and
even the English version called the
film something like Godzilla
Returns.
  But Tojo was on a roll and produced
Rodan, the Winged Monster in 1956.
Rodan was in color and featured a
pterodactylus or some giant

prehistoric flying dinosaur awakened
by Japanese sewer engineers.  This
particular film caught my attention
big time.  The majesty of the special
effects and color was just so
intriguing.
  In 1957 Tojo produced the
Mysterians.  This was the first
Japanese film where the monsters
(actually one—Mogera) and aliens
came from outer space.  And it was
in vivid color too.  A really great film
I thought at the time.
  Oh, the third great film of 1954 was
George Pal’s War of the Worlds.  Like
the later Mysterians, Pal’s movie
feature Martians and was in color.
  The Mysteries Martians weren’t
native to the planet however.  They
were transplants from Mysteroid
(between Mars and Jupiter’s orbits
and suffered a catastrophic nuclear
destruction a long time ago).
  Recently my cousin gave me a copy
of the Mysterians.  By today’s
standards it is just cheesy; but it was
hot stuff back then.

  Remember why Michael Rene came
to visit in The Day the Earth Stood
Still (circa 1951)?  It was because of
our nuclear activity was perceived to
be a threat to other space faring
nations.
  Well in the Mysterians, these neo-
Martians came to Earth to get to
know us better only after we started
putting satellites into space.  The
Mysterians only wanted to be left
alone and a few (three) kilometers of
land and some Earth women to breed
with…heh, heh, heh.
  I think what made this remarkable
to me was that Russia had launched
only Sputnik 1 and 2 (10/4 and 11/3)
before the Mysterians came out.  The
film talked about satellites big time
and had a torus-type space station in
geosync too.  The cold war theme and
the nuclear threats were in this flick
too.  It was just so timely that
although today it might be a prime
choice for poking fun at a la Mystery
Science Fiction Theatre 3000, it was
a brilliant example of art reflecting
that time.
  So if you have a chance to ever see
the Mysterians, do so.  The color was
vivid and movie imaginative.  The
English subtitles are horrible, but I
don’t think you’ll find the English
dubbed versions anymore.
  NASA wasn’t even in existence
then…two weeks ago or so we
celebrated NASA’s 45th

anniversary—July 28, 1958 was
when the Congressional act gave
birth to the space organization.
  We did send up our first satellite
Explorer 1 two months after the
Mysterians came out however.  Now
how many other newsletters does a
movie review on a movie almost 5
decades old?   What could be next,
This Island Earth (1954 also)?
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Calendar of Events for 2003

Sep 5- Monthly meeting, elections,
pirate building session
Sep 7 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Sep 13 -Sport/night launch, pirate
theme 12:00 pm start
Sep 21 -AIAA launch Columbia, MD
Oct 3 -Monthly meeting, electronics
Oct 5 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Oct 11 -Sport launch, Oktoberfest V-2
day, picnic launch
Oct 11-12 -SCST-3 Jonesburg, PA
Oct 17 -Short meeting then Skywriter
building, Hobbytown USA Frederick,
MD

Oct 25- Planning meeting College
Park Airport
Nov 2 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Nov 8 -Sport launch, writing
implement theme
Nov 14 -Monthly meeting, finishing
techniques
Nov 22 - Centennial of Flight display
College Park Airport Museum
Dec 5 -Monthly meeting, pot-luck
holiday party
Dec 7 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Dec 13 -Sport launch

   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-4pm, waiver up
to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of propellant.  All
flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and
between the hours of noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch
and waiver availability.
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport Annex Building,
except where noted above. Meetings begin at 7:15pm with building
sessions or presentations and last until 9:00pm or so.  Regular Business
meetings follow until 10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is
scheduled, please bring whatever project you are working on currently.
   Questions?  Call Club President Don Brown at 410-781-7539 or visit
NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your
Quest and MicroMaxx products.

ASP MicroMaxx kits now in stock!

NARHAMS members get special
brother-in-law discounts!!

www.pratthobbies.com
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Bob Kaplow’s upscale Sprite flying off
the sport range at NARAM-45. Photo
by Kevin Johnson.
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NARAM for Newbies
By Tom Ha, NAR 76754
  As a relative newcomer to the
National Meets, I’ve picked up some
things that can help others who are
considering attending a NARAM.
These are in no particular order, but
I’ll give hints that should cover the
most important topics. NARAM is
an immersive event; you don’t so
much go and pick your topics as you
generally end up doing everything
you can just because you don’t get
that kind of breadth of rocketry in a
local meet.

Travel
  Arranging to travel to a NARAM is
always a challenge. Not only are the
host motel/hotels likely to change
their names in mid-year, they also fill
up quickly. And depending on where
the NARAM is held, just getting
there can be both time-consuming
and expensive. Last year (2002)
when the NARAM was held in
Waco, Texas, my son and I drove
down (well, at the age of 11, my son
could only wish he could drive). It
took us two 14 hour days (with stops
for food and gas). The expense of
flying to Waco was too much for us,
and flying to less expensive hubs like
Dallas would add the cost of a rental
car. Having a relatively new van for
comfort and lots of space in the back
for gear were the deciding factors.

Hint number one: If you fly to
NARAM, try to find someone who
is driving out to help with your gear.
In these days of tightening security,
airplanes and rockets don’t mix easily
– especially pre-flown rockets. And
the gear seems to grow exponentially
each successive year you attend.

Hint number two: Try to stay at the
host hotel. It’s where the best part of
NARAM is held, the auction, the
hallway conversations and the
vendors’ rooms of rocketry stuff.
With the late nights that seem to be
part and parcel of NARAM, the less
driving the better.

Getting the Most Out of Your
NARAM
  I’m sure everyone has their favorite
things about a NARAM. To me, it is
the evening events and being a part
of an eclectic group that likes to see
things fly. Being welcomed at a
NARAM is as much knowing (and
hanging with) people from your local
club that attend as it is just being
involved. Attending things like the
scale viewing can lead to very
interesting conversations, and I know
volunteering to help or donate things
for auctions helps get you over that
feeling that “Everyone knows what’s
going on (or who’s who) but me”.
But be prepared for late nights and
early mornings.

Hint number three: Knowing
someone from your local club that is
also attending NARAM helps -
especially if they are willing to
answer all your newbie questions.
Ask your questions before you get
there if possible, so you have less
questions once everyone gets there
and gets involved in their own to-do
lists.

Hint number four: Make sure you get
all the materials that are floating
around, like vendor advertisements
and updates on locations of meetings.
Things can change and it’s good not
to waste time hunting for a room that
doesn’t exist, or a meeting that
already took place.

Too Much to Do, Not Enough
Hours
  There is a common belief that
NARAM is really an acronym for
some kind of sleep-deprivation study.
This holds true for both vendors and
competitors. Vendors need to stay up
late selling and talking up their
product to those night owls, and be
at the field ready to support the flyers
when they arrive to prepare for the
days’ flying. As a competitor, I know
the agony of late night meetings and
meals and early morning range duty.

Hint number five: Don’t consider this
a vacation, consider it a test of your
endurance. Only the sleepless win.
Give yourself at least an extra day
after the NARAM week to start on
the road to recovery before
attempting anything that requires
thought. I usually take the Monday
after NARAM off to recover.

Hint number six: If you compete, take
your range duty into account. Many
times I’ve been on range duty when
the best flying weather was evident,
or had my flights hurried because I
had last shift of the day and I ran out
of time to fly before my shift started.
Sometimes you can’t help the
situation, but at least be aware of your
range responsibilities and adjust your
flying strategies to match.

Hint number seven: Don’t expect to
use the pool during the week. If by
some miracle you get all your flights
in early and your range duty too,
you’ll discover a need to build yet
another rocket for tomorrow’s event.
The pool will call you by name.
Resist it if you can.!
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FREDERICK, MARYLAND
1305 W. 7th Street

Frederick, MD 21702
Phone: 301-694-7395 Fax: 301-694-7394

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a
20% discount off rocket kits, motors, and building

supplies!!

Zog 43 Astrobulletin -
October Skies
By Jennifer Ash-Poole, NAR 61415
  Wow October! It is quite a busy
month for rockets and the heavens.
October is the birth month of NASA
(45 years) and Robert Goddard (121
years!). World Space Week is
October 4-10. Go to http://
www.space.org to find out what you
can do. I say come launch a rocket
on Goddard’s birthday at Goddard
Space Flight Center!
  Mars is still with us into October.
When the sun sets, you can see it in
the Southeast. In the first week of
October, the Moon will speed by
Mars as it goes towards full. Even
though Mars is moving away from
us, both should still be bright. On the
evening of October 6th, in the
constellation Aquarius, you will see
an almost full Moon dawning just
below Mars. If you are an early riser,
you can see two of the big gas giants
in the sky around 5 am. First, you
will see Saturn between Gemini, the
twins. Saturn will be almost
overhead. On October 17th, the
Moon will pass close to Saturn. If
you watch to the east, you will see
Jupiter rise. It will be just below the
constellation Leo. Leo looks like a
backwards question mark.
  For the first few days of the month,
Mercury will be visible due east, but
will be out of the morning sky by
October 4th. October 19th to 23rd
will be a good time to get one last
use out of that summer lounge chair.
The Orionids Meteor Shower will be
putting on a show. The meteors will
look like they are coming from
Saturn itself. You will need that
lounge chair so you can see straight
up in the sky. Count how many
meteors you see in an hour. The peak
of the shower should be the 21st, and
with the new Moon on the 25th the

only light getting in your way should
be the light post on your street.
  Don’t forget to “fall back” October
26th. And since you have an extra
hour, take a look at the sunset. Just
to the southwest, you will see the
Moon and Venus setting together.

Pirate Clipart
Since we are having a Pirate themed
sport launch this month, Zog-43 of-
fers these images which can be made
into decals for your Jolly Roger
Rockets.!
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This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

!

Careful Planning and Quick Improvisation
Succeed in Space Biz
By Tony Phillips

  On December 18, 2001, ground
controllers at JPL commanded
NASA’s Deep Space 1 (DS1)
spacecraft to go to sleep. “It was a
bittersweet moment,” recalls Marc
Rayman, the DS1 project manager.
Everyone was exhausted, including
Deep Space 1, which for three years
had taken Rayman and his team on
the ride of their lives.
  DS1 blasted off atop a Delta rocket
in 1998. Most spacecraft are built
from tried-and-true technology-
otherwise mission controllers won’t
let them off the ground. But Deep
Space 1 was different. Its mission
was to test 12 advanced technologies.
Among them: an experimental ion
engine, a solar array that focused
sunlight for extra power, and an
autopilot with artificial intelligence.
  “There was a good chance DS1
wouldn’t work at all; there were so
many untried systems,” recalls
Rayman.
  Nevertheless, all 12 technologies
worked; the mission was a big
success.
  Indeed, DS1 worked so well that in
1999 NASA approved an extended
mission, which Rayman and
colleagues had dreamed up long
before DS1 left Earth-a visit to a
comet. “We were thrilled,” says
Rayman.
  And that’s when disaster struck.
DS1’s orientation system failed. The
spacecraft couldn’t navigate!

  What do you do when a spacecraft
breaks and it is 200 million miles
away? “Improvise,” says Rayman.
  Ironically, the device that broke, the
‘Star Tracker,’ was old technology.
The DS1 team decided to use one of
the 12 experimental devices-a
miniature camera called MICAS-as
a substitute. With Comet Borrelly
receding fast, they reprogrammed the
spacecraft and taught it to use
MICAS for navigation, finishing
barely in time to catch the comet. “It
was a very close shave.”
  In September 2001, DS1 swooped
past the furiously evaporating
nucleus of Comet Borrelly. “We
thought the spacecraft might be
pulverized,” Rayman recalls, but
once again DS1 defied the odds. It
captured the best-ever view of a
comet’s heart and emerged intact.
  By that time, DS1 had been
operating three times longer than
planned, and it had nearly exhausted
its supply of thruster-gas used to keep
solar arrays pointed toward the Sun.

Controllers had no choice but to
deactivate the spacecraft, which
remains in orbit between Earth and
Mars.
  Rayman has moved on to a new
project-Dawn, an ion-propelled
spacecraft that will visit two
enormous asteroids, Ceres and Vesta,
in 2010 and 2014. “Dawn is based
on technologies that DS1 pioneered,”
he says.
  Even asleep, DS1 continues to
amaze.
  Find out more about DS1 at http://
nmp.jpl.nasa.gov/ds1 . For kids, go
to http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/
ds1dots.htm to do an interactive dot-
to-dot drawing of Deep Space 1.
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Busy Summer for Model
Rockets at GSFC
By Tom Bagg
  NARHAMS (National Association
of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section) supported
several model rocket special events
at the GSFC Visitor Center this
summer in addition to the monthly
open launches.  Model rocketry
events at Goddard address NASA’s
mission to “Inspire the Next
Generation.”
  Fifty-six Girl Scouts built and
launched model rockets as part of a
regional Girl Scout summer Space
Camp on July 29, 2003.  The girls
built their Estes Alpha III rockets in
the morning, took a tour of GSFC,
and then launched their rockets in
the evening.  Tom Bagg, Jim
Surachi, and Richard Hickok helped
the Scouts prepare their rockets for
launch, and then Jennifer Ash-Poole
operated the Launch Control.  A few
parachute separations occurred, but
all rockets were successfully
recovered.  The Scouts extended
their activities into an overnight in
the GSFC Visitor Center.
  The next morning on July 30, 2003,
Tom Bagg provided a demonstration
model rocket launch to fifteen public
school teachers in the GSFC
SUNBEAMS teacher internship

program.  Tom demonstrated several
different rocket models with three
different recovery methods and four
different engine sizes.  He also
explained that model rocket engines
come in graduated sizes starting with
1/2 A and going up the alphabet.  Each
letter size indicates twice the total
impulse power of the prior letter.
  Tom launched the Invader, Fire
Streak, Alpha III, and Generic E2X
rockets on A-size engines.  He then
launched a Generic E2X on a B
engine, a Big Bertha on a C engine,
and a Phoenix scale model on a D
engine.  All these rockets are from
Tom’s personal collection, including
the Big Bertha, which Tom built 40
years ago!  The Invader demonstrated
featherweight tumble recovery, the
Fire Streak demonstrated streamer
recovery, and the rest all
demonstrated parachute recovery.  All
rockets were recovered successfully,
except for the Big Bertha, which was
stuck 70 feet up in a tree near the
Building 14 parking lot.  Big Bertha
finally came down and was recovered
two weeks later.
  The GSFC Visitor Center held a
Model Rocket Build and Launch Day
on August 8, 2003.  This event was
open to the public, and 17 children
came to build and launch Alpha III
rockets.

  The Federation of Galaxy Explorers
summer camp held a model rocket
build on August 13 and launch on
August 14, 2003.  There were 200
children at the camp, so we had three
separate building sessions.  Jennifer
Ash-Poole, Ed Pearson, Tom Bagg,
Bob Lussier, Howard Nestlerode, Joe
Schepis, Andrea Poulin, and Nick
Eftimiades (Galaxy Explorers)
helped in the first session.  Nick,
Jennifer, Jim Surachi, and Tom
helped with the second session.  Nick
ran the third session.  It was quite a
job getting all those balsa fins to stick
on and stay straight.  The next
morning, a crew prepared the tiger
tail igniters, repaired rockets, and
repacked streamers to prepare the
rockets for launch.  Alan Williams
and Jennifer Ash-Poole kept the
rockets zipping off the pad; Tom
Bagg did a final safety check and
supervised loading the launch rails;
Andrea Poulin organized the campers
into groups for launch; Doug Pratt
and son Brian repaired rockets as
needed and provided extra igniters;
and Morgan Bagg was a big help
running between groups with
supplies and messages.
  Many thanks to all those who came
to help. Doug Pratt, of Pratt Hobbies,
provided Quark Star kits and Quest
motors.  Thanks also to DJ
Emmanuel and Maurice Henderson
of the GSFC Visitors Center.!

Whatcha Doing?
  I asked this question of the club
recently and here’s what folks had to
say.  Chris Kidwell: I got a nice
plastic model of the Babylon 5 station
off eBay. I got 1 just as a test and will
get several more if I can get it to fly
reasonably well. The model goes
together remarkably easily, with
nicely detailed parts and orientation
notches to make sure everything is
lined up properly. It is about 15" long,

weighs about 120 g, and easily fits a
BT-50 in the main portion. I originally
planned to fly it on an A10-3, but it
was just getting too heavy.
Converting to 18mm loses some
detail at the back, but it should fly
much better on a B6 or C6. The
biggest challenge is figuring out what
to do for clear fins. The solar panels
are toward the front, so they will
make the model very difficult to
stabilize. So be sure to pay attention
when you hear “head’s up!” at the

next sport launch.   I’m considering
reviving the Iris for SpSc. The BT-
60 versions I did before just didn’t
do that model justice. With the new
scale data packet from NARTS, it
looks like a 4" version may be in the
works. It will be powered by 7xC6
cluster in the booster, staged to D12.
Of course, this is all theoretical right
now. I still need to do some sims to
make sure the weight is OK, as well
as figure out how to turn a 4x19" nose
cone.!
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Launch Schedule
SPORT LAUNCH

Goddard Space Flight Center
Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM
September 7th

SPORT/NIGHT LAUNCH
Pirate Rocket Theme

Middletown Park
12:00PM Start

September 13th

SPORT LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

October 5th

Next Issue’s submission
deadline is September 29!


